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Abstract
Let C = {Cα}α∈A ∈ [1;∞)A with index setA. A quasi-triangular space (X ,PC;A) is a set
X with family PC;A = {pα : X2 → [0,∞),α ∈A} satisfying
∀α∈A∀u,v,w∈X{pα (u,w)≤ Cα [pα (u, v) + pα (v,w)]}. In (X ,PC;A), using the left (right)
families JC;A generated by PC;A (PC;A is a particular case of JC;A), we establish
theorems concerning left (right) PC;A-convergence, existence, periodic point, ﬁxed
point, and (when (X ,PC;A) is separable) uniqueness for JC;A-contractions and weak
JC;A-contractions T : X → X satisfying ∀x,y∈X∀α∈A∀ε>0∃η>0∃r∈N∀s,l∈N{Jα (T [s](x), T [l](y)) <
η + ε ⇒ CαJα (T [s+r](x), T [l+r](y)) < ε} and ∃w0∈X∀α∈A∀ε>0∃η>0∃r∈N∀s,l∈N{Jα (T [s](w0),
T [l](w0)) < η + ε ⇒ CαJα (T [s+r](w0), T [l+r](w0)) < ε}, respectively. The spaces (X ,PC;A), in
particular, generalize metric, ultrametric, quasi-metric, ultra-quasi-metric, b-metric,
partial metric, partial b-metric, pseudometric, quasi-pseudometric,
ultra-quasi-pseudometric, partial quasi-pseudometric, topological, uniform,
quasi-uniform, gauge, ultra gauge, partial gauge, quasi-gauge, ultra-quasi-gauge, and
partial quasi-gauge spaces. Results are new in all these spaces. Examples are provided.
MSC: 47H10; 47H09; 37C25; 54E99
Keywords: quasi-triangular space; Leader-type contraction; convergence; periodic
point; ﬁxed point; uniqueness
1 Introduction
Contractions are among the most important objects studied in ﬁxed point theory. The
study concerning convergence and ﬁxed points of several types contractions in metric
spaces and also in various more general distance spaces has undergone remarkable devel-
opments in the last years. The eﬀect has been a still-ongoing series of results that are far
stronger and more general and optimal than those known before.
The following theorem is one of the ﬁrst, important, central, simpler, and very inspired
result of this theory.
Theorem . (Banach [], Caccioppoli []) Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. If T :






) ≤ λd(x, y)}, (.)
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then: (i) T has a unique ﬁxed point w in X; and (ii) for each w ∈ X, limm→∞ d(T [m](w),
w) = .
The maps satisfying condition (.) are called in the literature Banach contractions.
In metric spaces, not necessarily complete, by changing condition (.), there are many
diﬀerent interesting generalizations of Theorem . in the literature. Signiﬁcant papers
here are Burton [], Rakotch [], Geraghty [, ], Matkowski [–], Walter [], Dugundji
[], Tasković [], Dugundji and Granas [], Browder [], Krasnosel’ski˘ı et al. [], Boyd
and Wong [], Mukherjea [], Meir and Keeler [], Leader [], Jachymski [, ],
Jachymski and Jóźwik [], and many others.
Among the papers mentioned, the following is especially remarkable.
Theorem . (Leader [], Theorem ) Let (X,d) be a metric space, and let T : X → X
be a map with a complete graph (i.e., closed in Y , where Y is the completion of X). The
following hold:







< ε + η
⇒ d(T [i+r](x),T [j+r](y)) < ε}. (.)







< ε + η
⇒ d(T [i+r](x),T [j+r](x)) < ε}. (.)
Moreover, if x, ε,η, and r are as in (.) and if ∃w∈X{limm→∞ d(T [m](x),w) = },
then ∀i∈N{d(T [i](x),T [i+r](x))≤ η ⇒ d(T [i+r](x),w)≤ ε}.
By a contractive ﬁxed point of T : X → X we mean a ﬁxed point w of T in X such that,
for each w ∈ X, limm→∞ d(T [m](w),w) = . Themaps satisfying conditions (.) and (.)
are called in the literature Leader contractions and weak Leader contractions, respectively.
Remark . Let (X,d) be a metric space.
(a) We refer to Jachymski [, ] and Jachymski and Jóźwik [] for a few theorems in
(X,d) showing how natural Leader contractions are and how results of Leader []
generalize the papers of Banach [], Caccioppoli [], Burton [], Rakotch [],
Geraghty [, ], Matkowski [–], Walter [], Dugundji [], Tasković [],
Dugundji and Granas [], Browder [], Krasnosel’ski˘ı et al. [], Boyd and Wong
[], Mukherjea [], Meir and Keeler [], and many others.
(b) It is worth noticing that Leader’s method does not require the complete assumption
of (X,d) and that the statements become more elegant and the most general.
Remark . Notice that:
(a) Leader’s proof was based on the observation that (X,d) are topological and
Hausdorﬀ, d vanishes on the diagonal, is symmetric, and satisﬁes triangle inequality,
and the map d is continuous.
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(b) If we remove some of these conditions, then the situation is much more
complicated.
Deﬁnition . Let X be a nonempty set.
(A) A quasi-pseudometric on X is a map p : X → [,∞) such that: ∀u∈X{p(u,u) = };
and ∀u,v,w∈X{p(u,w)≤ p(u, v) + p(v,w)}. For given quasi-pseudometric p on X , a pair
(X,p) is called quasi-pseudometric space, and (X,p) is called Hausdorﬀ if
∀u,v∈X{u 	= v⇒ p(u, v) > ∨ p(v,u) > }.
(B) Each family P = {pα : α ∈A} of quasi-pseudometrics pα : X → [,∞), α ∈A, is
called a quasi-gauge on X .
(C) Let the family P = {pα : α ∈A} be a quasi-gauge on X . The topology T (P) having
as a subbase the family B(P) = {B(u, εα) : u ∈ X, εα > ,α ∈A} of all balls
B(u, εα) = {v ∈ X : pα(u, v) < εα}, u ∈ X , εα > , α ∈A, is called the topology induced
by P on X .
(D) (Dugundji [], Reilly []) A topological space (X,T ) such that there is a
quasi-gauge P on X with T = T (P) is called a quasi-gauge space and is denoted by
(X,P).
(E) A quasi-gauge space (X,P) is called Hausdorﬀ if the quasi-gauge P has the
property ∀u,v∈X{u 	= v⇒ ∃α∈A{pα(u, v) > ∨ pα(v,u) > }}.
Remark . Each quasi-uniform space and each topological space is a quasi-gauge space
(Reilly [], Theorems . and .). The quasi-gauge spaces are spaces with asymmetric
structures.
Let X be a (nonempty) set. A distance on X is a map p : X → [;∞). A set X, together
with a distance on X, is called a distance space (see [, ]).
Before proceeding further, let us recall the following:
Deﬁnition . ([]) Let X be a (nonempty) set, let A be an index set, and let C =
{Cα}α∈A ∈ [;∞)A.
(A) We say that a family PC;A = {pα ,α ∈ A} of distances pα : X → [,∞), α ∈ A, is a





pα(u, v) + pα(v,w)
]}
.
A quasi-triangular space (X,PC;A) is a set X together with a quasi-triangular family
PC;A on X .
(B) Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space. We say that PC;A is separating if
∀u,w∈X
{
u 	= w⇒ ∃α∈A
{
pα(u,w) > ∨ pα(w,u) > 
}}
. (.)
(C) We say that a family LC;A = {lα ,α ∈A} of distances lα : X → [,∞), α ∈A, is an








An ultra-quasi-triangular space (X,LC;A) is a set X together with the
ultra-quasi-triangular family LC;A on X .
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(D) We say that a family SC;A = {sα ,α ∈A} of distances sα : X → [,∞), α ∈A, is a










A partial quasi-triangular space (X,SC;A) is a set X together with a partial
quasi-triangular family SC;A on X .
(E) We say that a family PA = {pα ,α ∈ A} of distances pα : X → [,∞), α ∈ A, is a
triangular family on X if
∀α∈A∀u,v,w∈X
{
pα(u,w)≤ pα(u, v) + pα(v,w)
}
.
A triangular space (X,PA) is a set X together with a triangular family PA on X .
Remark . There are several reasons for studying the quasi-triangular spaces.
(a) First, in the spaces (X,PC;A), in general, the distances pα : X → [,∞), α ∈A, do
not vanish on the diagonal, are asymmetric, and do not satisfy the triangle inequality
(i.e., the properties ∀α∈A∀u∈X{pα(u,u) = }, or ∀α∈A∀u,w∈X{pα(u,w) = pα(w,u)}, or
∀α∈A∀u,v,w∈X{pα(u,w)≤ pα(u, v) + pα(v,w)} do not necessarily hold).
(b) Second, these spaces are not necessarily topological, or Hausdorﬀ, or sequentially
complete.
(c) Finally, these spaces generalize ultra-quasi-triangular and partial quasi-triangular
spaces (in particular, generalize metric, ultrametric (Roovij []), quasi-metric
(Wilson []), ultra-quasi-metric, b-metric (Bakhtin [], Czerwik []), partial
metric (Matthews []), partial b-metric (Shukla []), pseudometric,
quasi-pseudometric, ultra-quasi-pseudometric (Künzi and Otafudu []), partial
quasi-pseudometric, topological, uniform, quasi-uniform, gauge (Dugundji []),
ultra-gauge, partial gauge, quasi-gauge (Reilly []), ultra-quasi-gauge, and partial
quasi-gauge spaces).
Remarks .-. are a well-motivated argument to study several fundamental problems
concerning the ﬁxed point theory in these very general spaces (X,PC;A). Some results in
this direction are given in Włodarczyk [, ]. Based on some ideas presented in [,
–], we can ask the following question.
Question . Is there a theorem of Leader type in (X,PC;A)?
The main results of this paper (see Theorems . and .) provide conditions under
which the answer to this question is ‘Yes.’
More precisely, the subject of this paper is the constructions of contractions and weak
contractions of Leader type and the study of convergence, existence, approximation, pe-
riodic point, ﬁxed point, and uniqueness properties of these contractions and weak con-
tractions in quasi-triangular spaces (X,PC;A). In these very general spaces, by elementary
tools and by a natural argument, using radically new and original technique, we derive un-
expectedly richer conclusions from veryweak hypotheses (see Theorems . and .). This
paper shows that the answer indeed is aﬃrmative and inspires also new ways of looking
at old problems in quasi-triangular spaces.
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2 Left (right) familiesJC;A generated byPC;A, left (right)JC;A-convergences,
and left (right)JC;A-sequential completeness in quasi-triangular spaces
(X,PC;A)
Let PC;A be a quasi-triangular family on X. It is natural to deﬁne the notions of left (right)
families JC;A generated by PC;A, which provide new structures on X.
Deﬁnition . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space.
(A) The family JC;A = {Jα : α ∈A} of distances Jα : X → [,∞), α ∈A, is said to be a
left (right) family generated by PC;A if:
(J ) ∀α∈A∀u,v,w∈X{Jα(u,w)≤ Cα[Jα(u, v) + Jα(v,w)]}; and furthermore







































(X,PC;A)) is the set of all left (right) families JC;A on X generated by PC;A.
Remark . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space. Then we have:
(a) PC;A ∈ JL(X,PC;A) ∩ JR(X,PC;A).
(b) The structures on X determined by left (right) families JC;A generated by PC;A are
more general than the structure on X determined by PC;A.
(c) If JC;A ∈ JL(X,PC;A) ∪ JR(X,PC;A), then (X,JC;A) is a quasi-triangular space.
Deﬁnition . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space, and let JC;A be a left (right)
family generated by PC;A.














(B) Let u ∈ X and (um :m ∈N)⊂ X . We say that a sequence (um :m ∈N) is left (right)
JC;A-convergent to u if
u ∈ LIML–JC;A(um :m∈N) 	=∅
(






x ∈ X : ∀α∈A
{
lim





x ∈ X : ∀α∈A
{
lim
m→∞ Jα(um,x) = 
}})
.
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(D) If every left (right) JC;A-Cauchy sequence (um :m ∈N)⊂ X is left (right)
JC;A-convergent in X (i.e., LIML–JC;A(um :m∈N) 	=∅ (LIM
R–JC;A
(um :m∈N) 	=∅)), then (X,PC;A) is
called left (right) JC;A-sequential complete.
(E) We say that (X,PC;A) is left (right) Hausdorﬀ if for each left (right)






Remark . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space. It is clear that if (um :m ∈N) is left
(right) PC;A-convergent in X, then








for each subsequence (vm :m ∈N) of (um :m ∈N).
The following relations between JC;A and PC;A are interesting.
Theorem . ([]) Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space. Let E ⊂ X be a set contain-
ing at least two diﬀerent points, and let {μα}α∈A ∈ (;∞)A where ∀α∈A{μα ≥ δα(E)/(Cα)}
and ∀α∈A{δα(E) = sup{pα(u,w) : u,w ∈ E}}. If JC;A = {Jα : α ∈A} where, for each α ∈A, the
distance Jα : X → [,∞) is deﬁned by
Jα(u,w) =
{
pα(u,w) if E ∩ {u,w} = {u,w},
μα if E ∩ {u,w} 	= {u,w},
then JC;A is the left and right family generated by PC;A.
Remark . This result shows that Deﬁnition . is correct and that JL(X,PC;A)\{PC;A} 	=∅
and JR(X,PC;A)\{PC;A} 	=∅.
Theorem . ([]) Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space, and let JC;A be the left
(right) family generated by PC;A. If PC;A is separating on X (i.e., (.) holds), then JC;A is
separating on X, that is,
∀u,w∈X
{
u 	= w⇒ ∃α∈A
{
Jα(u,w) > ∨ Jα(w,u) > 
}}
.
3 Statement of results
Recall that a single-valued dynamic system is deﬁned as a pair (X,T), where X is a certain
space, and T is a single-valued map T : X → X, that is, ∀x∈X{T(x) ∈ X}. By Fix(T) and
Per(T) we denote the sets of all ﬁxed points and periodic points of T , respectively, that is,
Fix(T) = {w ∈ X : w = T(w)} and Per(T) = {w ∈ X : w = T [q](w) for some q ∈ N}. For each
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w ∈ X, a sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {}∪N) is called a Picard iteration starting at w
of the system (X,T).
In this section, in the quasi-triangular spaces (X,PC;A), using left (right) families JC;A
generated byPC;A, we construct theJC;A-contractions (X,T) andweak JC;A-contractions
(X,T) of Leader type, and we formulate the left (right) PC;A-convergence, existence, ap-
proximation, uniqueness, periodic point, and ﬁxed point theorems for such contractions.
The following terminology will be much used in the sequel.
Deﬁnition . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space. Suppose that JC;A is the left
(right) family generated by PC;A.
(A) A single-valued dynamic system (X,T) is said to be left (right) JC;A-admissible on a
set WL–JC;A (WR–JC;A ) if the following two conditions hold:















































i.e. LIMR–JC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	=∅
))
, (.)
where wm = T [m](w),m ∈ {} ∪N; and
(A) There existsWL–JC;A ∈ X (WR–JC;A ∈ X ) satisfying
WL–JC;A =
{




w ∈ X : w satisﬁes (.) and (.)}).
(B) If (X,T) is left (right) JC;A-admissible onWL–JC;A ∈ X (WR–JC;A ∈ X) and
w ∈WL–JC;A (w ∈WR–JC;A ), then we say that (X,T) is left (right)
JC;A-admissible in a point w.
Here X denotes the family of all nonempty subsets of a space X.
Remark . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space, and letJC;A be the left (right) fam-
ily generated by PC;A. Let (X,T) be a single-valued dynamic system. If (X,PC;A) is left
(right) JC;A-sequentially complete, then (X,T) is left (right) JC;A-admissible on some set
WL–JC;A ∈ X (WR–JC;A ∈ X).
Next, we introduce the following concept of left (right) PC;A-closed single-valued dy-
namic systems in (X,PC;A).
Deﬁnition . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space. Let (X,T) be a single-valued
dynamic system, T : X → X, and let q ∈ N. The single-valued dynamic system (X,T [q])
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is said to be left (right) PC;A-closed on U ∈ X (V ∈ X) if for each w ∈ U (w ∈ V )
such that the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) PC;A-converging in X
(thus, LIML–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	= ∅ (LIMR–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	= ∅)) and having subsequences (vm : m ∈ N)
and (um :m ∈N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T [q](um)}, the following property holds: there exists
x ∈ LIML–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) (y ∈ LIMR–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N)) such that x = T [q](x) (y = T [q](y)).
For the deﬁnition and properties of closed maps in topological spaces, see [, ].
The main results of this paper are the following theorems.
Theorem . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space, and let (X,T) be a single-valued
dynamic system with T : X → X. Assume that the following three conditions hold:
(H) JC;A is the left (right) family generated by PC;A.















(H) There exists a setWL–JC;A ∈ X (WR–JC;A ∈ X) such that (X,T) is left (right)
JC;A-admissible onWL–JC;A (WR–JC;A ).
Then the following statements hold:
(A) For each w ∈WL–JC;A (w ∈WR–JC;A ), there exists a point w ∈ X such that the
sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) PC;A-convergent to w.
(B) If the single-valued dynamic system (X,T [q]) is left (right) PC;A-closed onWL–JC;A
(WR–JC;A ) for some q ∈N, then:
(B) Fix(T [q]) 	=∅;
(B) For each w ∈WL–JC;A (w ∈WR–JC;A ), there exists a point w ∈ Fix(T [q]) such
that the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) PC;A-convergent
to w; and
(B) ∀α∈A∀v∈Fix(T [q]){Jα(v,T(v)) = Jα(T(v), v) = }.
(C) If the family PC;A = {pα ,α ∈A} is separating on X and if the single-valued dynamic
system (X,T [q]) is left (right) PC;A-closed onWL–JC;A (WR–JC;A ) for some q ∈N,
then:
(C) There exists a point w ∈ X such that Fix(T [q]) = Fix(T) = {w};
(C) For each w ∈WL–JC;A (w ∈WR–JC;A ), the sequence
(wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) PC;A-convergent to w; and
(C) ∀α∈A{Jα(w,w) = }.
Theorem . Let (X,PC;A) be a quasi-triangular space, and let (X,T) be a single-valued
dynamic system with T : X → X. Assume that the following three conditions hold:
(H) JC;A is the left (right) family generated by PC;A.
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(H) There exists a setWL–JC;A ∈ X (WR–JC;A ∈ X) such that (X,T) is left (right)
JC;A-admissible onWL–JC;A (WR–JC;A ) and w ∈WL–JC;A (w ∈WR–JC;A ).
Then the following statements hold:
(A) There exists a point w ∈ X such that the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is
left (right) PC;A-convergent to w.
(B) If the single-valued dynamic system (X,T [q]) is left (right) PC;A-closed onWL–JC;A
(WR–JC;A ) for some q ∈N, then:
(B) Fix(T [q]) 	=∅;
(B) There exists a point w ∈ Fix(T [q]) such that the sequence
(wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) PC;A-convergent to w; and
(B) If w ∈ Fix(T [q]), then ∀α∈A{Jα(w,T(w)) = Jα(T(w),w) = }.
(C) If the family PC;A = {pα ,α ∈A} is separating on X and if the single-valued dynamic
system (X,T [q]) is left (right) PC;A-closed onWL–JC;A (WR–JC;A ) for some q ∈N,
then:
(C) There exists a point w ∈ X such that Fix(T [q]) = Fix(T) = {w};
(C) The sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left (right) PC;A-convergent
to w; and
(C) If w = w, then ∀α∈A{Jα(w,w) = }.
4 Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
Proof of Theorem . The proof is divided into eleven steps and is only in the case of ‘left’;
we omit the proof in the case of ‘right’ since it is based on an analogous technique.












































: n≤ s, l ≤ n + k}, n ∈N, (.)
where um = T [m](u) and vm = T [m](v),m ∈ {} ∪N.



























Indeed, let u, v ∈ X be arbitrary and ﬁxed. If we assume that α ∈A and ε >  are arbitrary
and ﬁxed, then, using (.) for x = u and y = v, we obtain ∃η>∃r∈N∀s,l∈N{Jα(us, vl) < ε +
η ⇒ CαJα(us+r , vl+r ) < ε}, and, using (.) for x = v and y = u, we obtain




























































With this choice of u, v,α, and ε we can use hypothesis (.); then there exist η > 


























< ε + η
}
.








< ε + η
}
,





















: n + r ≤ s, l ≤ n + r + k
}
in view of (.). Consequently,
CαJC;A ;α,k
(
u, v,n + r
)
< ε. (.)
Finally, from (.), (.), and (.) it follows that

















u, v,n + r
)
< ε,
which is impossible. Therefore, (.) holds.
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The proof of (.) is identical to the proof of (.) and is omitted.
Step . Let u ∈ X, α ∈ A, and ε >  be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Let um = T [m](u) for m ∈




































By (.), (.), (.), and (.), δJC;A ;α,r(u,u) = inf{JC;A ;α,r(u,u,n) : n ∈ N} =
, γJC;A ;α,r(u,u) = inf{	JC;A ;α,r(u,u,n) : n ∈ N} = , and ∀n∈N{JC;A ;α,r(u,u,n) =
	JC;A ;α,r(u,u,n)}. Then there exists n ∈N such that (.) holds.















: n ≤ s, l ≤ n + r
}
< min{ε,η}. (.)










If (.) is false, then ∃l≥n{CαJα(un+r ,ul)≥ ε}, that is,
L =
{
l ∈N : l ≥ n ∧CαJα
(
un+r ,ul
) ≥ ε} 	=∅. (.)
Denote
l = minL. (.)
Of course, in view of (.), this gives











in view of (.)-(.).
Next, note that also
l > n + r. (.)
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Otherwise, l ≤ n + r, and by (.) we get CαJα(un+r ,ul )≤ max{CαJα(ui,uj) : n ≤ i, j ≤
n + r} = CαJC;A ;α,r(u,u,n) < min{ε,η} ≤ ε, which, in view of (.), (.), and (.),
is impossible. Thus, (.) holds.
In view of (.) and (.), we have that n < l – r < l, and, consequently, using (.)


























< η + ε.
Hence, since r satisﬁes (.), we get CαJα(un+r ,ul ) < ε. In view of (.) and (.), this
is impossible.
Consequently, (.) holds.










the proof of (.) is identical to the proof of (.) and is omitted.














< ε + ε = ε
}
.
Step . Let w ∈ WL–JC;A be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Deﬁne the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :
























Next, by (.) and (.) we have ∀α∈A∀k∈N∀n∈N{JC;A ;α,k(w,w,n) = 	JC;A ;α,k(w,
w,n)}. Moreover, by Step  we have ∀α∈A∀k∈N{δJC;A ;α,k(w,w) = γJC;A ;α,k(w,w) = }.










Now, from (.), using Step , we get ∀s,l≥n{Jα (ws,wl) < (ε/) = ε/}. This proves
that (.) holds.
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Step . Let w ∈ WL–JC;A be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Deﬁne the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :





























































) ≤ ε/ < ε
}
,
and hence (.) and (.) hold.
Step . Statement (A) holds.
Indeed, let w ∈ WL–JC;A be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Deﬁne the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :
m ∈ {} ∪ N). By (.), Deﬁnition ., and hypothesis (H) we get that this sequence is














However, by hypothesis (H), JC;A is left family generated by PC;A. Therefore, ﬁxing w ∈
LIML–JC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N), deﬁning (um = wm : m ∈ {} ∪ N) and (vm = w : m ∈ {} ∪ N), and using










m→∞ Jα(vm,um) = 
}
.








Therefore, LIML–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	=∅.
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Step . Conclusions (B) and (B) hold.
Letw ∈WL–JC;A be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Deﬁne the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {}∪
N).
First, we prove that Fix(T [q]) 	= ∅ and that there exists a point w ∈ Fix(T [p]) such that
this sequence is left PC;A-convergent to w. Indeed, by statement (A), LIML–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	=∅.
Next, for this sequence, we have wmq+k = T [q](w(m–)q+k) for k = , , . . . ,q and m ∈ N.
Let, in the sequel, k = , , . . . ,q be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Deﬁning (zm = wm–+q : m ∈ N),
we see that ∅ 	= LIML–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N) = LIML–PC;A(zm :m∈{}∪N) and that the sequences (vm = wmq+k :
m ∈ N) and (um = w(m–)q+k : m ∈ N) satisfy ∀m∈N{vm = T [q](um)} and, as subsequences
of (wm : m ∈ {} ∪ N), are left PC;A-convergent to each point of w ∈ LIML–PC;A(wm :m∈{}∪N).
Clearly, by Remark ., LIML–PC;A(zm :m∈N) ⊂ LIM
L–PC;A
(vm :m∈N) and LIM
L–PC;A
(zm :m∈N) ⊂ LIM
L–PC;A
(um :m∈N). There-





{w = T [q](w)}. Consequently, Fix(T [q]) 	= ∅, and there exists a
point w ∈ Fix(T [q]) such that the sequence (wm = T [m](w) : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is left PC;A-
convergent to w, so (B) and (B) hold.



















































= ε < ε + η.





< ε < ε + η.





< ε < ε + η. (.)





< ε < ε + η.
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< ε < ε + η. (.)











< ε < ε + η
}
. (.)





< ε < ε + η. (.)










a contradiction. Therefore, Jα (w,T(w)) = .
Similarly, we prove that Jα (T(w),w) = . We proved that (B) holds.
Step . Conclusion (C) holds.
First, we show that Fix(T [q]) = Fix(T) 	= ∅. Indeed, let w ∈ Fix(T [q]). Then, by (B),
∀α∈A{Jα(w,T(w)) = Jα(T(w),w) = }. By Theorem . this gives w = T(w), i.e. w ∈ Fix(T).
Consequently, Fix(T [q]) = Fix(T) 	=∅.
Next, we show that Fix(T) = {w} for some w ∈ X. Otherwise, u, v ∈ Fix(T) and u 	= v for
some u, v ∈ X; recall that, by the preceding, Fix(T) 	=∅. Then, by Theorem . there exists
α ∈A such that Jα (u, v) >  or Jα (v,u) > . Suppose Jα (u, v) > . Then, for ε = Jα (u, v) >
















However, for all s, l ∈ N, we have Jα (T [s](u),T [l](v)) = Jα (u, v) = ε < ε + η, and thus by
(.) we get  < ε = Jα (u, v) = Jα (T [s+r](u),T [l+r](v)) < Cα Jα (T [s+r](u),T [l+r](v)) < ε,
which is impossible.We obtain a similar implication in the case where Jα (v,u) > . There-
fore, Fix(T) = {w} for some w ∈ X, so (C) holds.
Step . Conclusion (C) holds.
Step  with (B) means that, for each w ∈ WL–JC;A , the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈
{} ∪N) is left PC;A-convergent to w. Thus, (C) holds.
Step . Conclusion (C) holds.
Finally, we show that ∀α∈A{Jα(w,w) = }, where Fix(T) = {w}. Indeed, if we assume that
there exists α ∈A such that Jα (w,w) > , then, denoting ε = Jα (w,w) > , by (.) there
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However, for all s, l ∈N, we have Jα (T [s](w),T [l](w)) = Jα (w,w) = ε < ε + η. Thus, using
(.), we obtain that









which is impossible. Therefore, (C) holds.
The proof of Theorem . is complete. 
Proof of Theorem . Assume that condition (.) holds. Then, deﬁning (wm = T [m](w) :
m ∈ {}∪N), wherew ∈ X is as in (.), and next, using a similar argument as in the proof
of Theorem . for this sequence, we have the assertions. 
5 Examples




 if A∩ {u, v} = {u, v},
γ if A∩ {u, v} 	= {u, v}. (.)





 + x if x ∈ (; ],
x/ if x ∈ (; ],
( + x)/ if x ∈ (; ).
(.)
() Notice that (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, is a triangular space. See Deﬁnition .(E) and
[], Example , p.; p does not vanish on the diagonal, is symmetric, and is triangular.







< ε + η ⇒ p(T [s+r](x),T [l+r](y)) < ε}. (.)
First, we claim that
∀m∈N
{






 – ( – x)/k if x ∈ (; ],
 – ( – x)/k+ if x ∈ (; ],
 – ( – x)/k+ if x ∈ (; ),






 – ( – x)/k if x ∈ (; ],
 – ( – x)/k if x ∈ (; ],
 – ( – x)/k+ if x ∈ (; ),
k ∈N, (.)
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In view of (.), we conclude that (.) holds.
()We show that (X,T) is left and right P{};{}-admissible in each point w ∈ X; thus, by
Deﬁnition ., WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} = X. Indeed, it is clear that, for arbitrary and ﬁxed
w ∈ X, the sequence (wm :m ∈ {} ∪N), where ∀m∈{}∪N{wm+ = T(wm)} satisﬁes
∀m∈N
{
wm ∈ A}. (.)






























Thus, LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) = LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N) = A 	=∅.
() We show that the single-valued dynamic system (X,T []) is left and right P{};{}-
closed on WL–P{};{} = WR–P{};{} = X. Indeed, if w ∈ X is arbitrary and ﬁxed and if
(wm = T [m](w) : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is a left or right P{};{}-converging sequence in X having
subsequences (vm :m ∈N) and (um :m ∈N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T [](um)}, then by (.),
(.), and (.) we have that A = LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) = LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N) and { = T [](),  =
T []()} ⊂ A. Hence, in virtue of Deﬁnition ., U = V =WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} = X.
()P{};{} = {p} is not separating on X. This follows fromDeﬁnition .(B) since, for each
x, y ∈ X such that A∩ {x, y} 	= {x, y}, we have p(x, y) = p(y,x) = γ > .
Claim It follows from ()-() that, for (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, (X,T), and J{};{} = P{};{}
deﬁned by (.) and (.) and for q = , statements (A) and (B) of Theorem . hold:
(a) Statement (A) holds since, for each w ∈ X, the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N)
is left and right P{};{}-convergent to each point w ∈ A; WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} = X by ().
(b) We have that Fix(T []) = {, }; thus, conclusion (B) holds. (c) Conclusion (B) follows
from statement (A) and conclusion (B) since Fix(T []) ⊂ A. (d) Conclusion (B) holds;
by (.), we have ∀v∈Fix(T [])={,}{p(v,T(v)) = p(T(v), v) = } since T() = , T() = , and
thus T({, }) = {, } = Fix(T [])⊂ A. (e) By (), (X,P{};{}) is not separable. (f)We see that
Fix(T) =∅ and that statement (C) does not hold.
Example . Let X = (; )∪ (; ], and let p : X → [;∞) be of the form
p(u, v) =
{
 if u≥ v,
(v – u) if u < v,
u, v ∈ X. (.)
Deﬁne T : X → X by
T(x) =
{
 + x if x ∈ (; ),
 + x/ if x ∈ (; ]. (.)
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()Notice that (X,P{};{}),P{};{} = {p}, is a quasi-triangular space. See Deﬁnition .(A)
and [], Example , p.; p vanishes on the diagonal, is asymmetric, and is quasi-
triangular since ∀u,v,w∈X{p(u,w)≤ [p(u, v) + p(v,w)]}.







< ε + η




 – ( – x)/m– if x ∈ (; ),
 – ( – x)/m if x ∈ (; ], m ∈N. (.)
Next, in the sequel, let ε >  be arbitrary and ﬁxed, and let η = ε. Without loss of gener-
ality, to prove (.), it suﬃces to prove that if x, y ∈ X and s, l ∈N are such thatWs,lx,y < ε,








With this aim, we consider the following cases:
Case A. Let x, y ∈ (; ).
(A) If s, l, r ∈N and T [s](x) =  – ( – x)/s– ≥ T [l](y) =  – ( – y)/l–, then T [s+r](x) =
 – ( – x)/s+r– ≥ T [l+r](y) =  – ( – y)/l+r–, and by (.) and (.) we get thatWs,lx,y =
Ws+r,l+rx,y = , that is, (.) holds.
(A) If s, l, r ∈N and T [s](x) =  – ( – x)/s– < T [l](y) =  – ( – y)/l–, then T [s+r](x) =
























whenever also r is suﬃciently great. Thus, (.) holds.
Case B. Let x, y ∈ (; ].
(B) If s, l, r ∈N andT [s](x) = –(–x)/s ≥ T [l](y) = –(–y)/l , thenT [s+r](x) = –(–
x)/s+r ≥ T [l+r](y) =  – ( – y)/l+r , and by (.) and (.) we get that Ws,lx,y =Ws+r,l+rx,y = ,
that is, (.) holds.
(B) If s, l, r ∈ N and T [s](x) =  – ( – x)/s < T [l](y) =  – ( – y)/l , then T [s+r](x) =
 – ( – x)/s+r < T [l+r](y) =  – ( – y)/l+r , and by (.) and (.) we get that
Ws,lx,y =
[
( – y)/l – ( – x)/s
] < ε





( – y)/l – ( – x)/s
] < ε
whenever also r is suﬃciently great. Thus, (.) holds.
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Case C. Let x ∈ (; ) and y ∈ (; ].
(C) If s, l, r ∈ N and T [s](x) =  – ( – x)/s– ≥ T [l](y) =  – ( – y)/l , then T [s+r](x) =
 – ( – x)/s+r– ≥ T [l+r](y) =  – ( – y)/l+r , and by (.) and (.) we get that Ws,lx,y =
Ws+r,l+rx,y = , that is, (.) holds.
(C) If s, l, r ∈ N and T [s](x) =  – ( – x)/s– < T [l](y) =  – ( – y)/l , then T [s+r](x) =
 – ( – x)/s+r– < T [l+r](y) =  – ( – y)/l+r , and by (.) and (.) we get that
Ws,lx,y =
[

















whenever also r is suﬃciently great. Thus, (.) holds.
Case D. Let x ∈ (; ] and y ∈ (; ). Then, with analogous consideration as in Case C, we
obtain that (.) holds.
()We show that (X,T) is left and right P{};{}-admissible in each point w ∈ X; thus, by
Deﬁnition ., WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} = X. Indeed, let w ∈ X be arbitrary and ﬁxed, and
let the sequence (wm :m ∈ {} ∪ N) be deﬁned by ∀m∈{}∪N{wm+ = T(wm)}. We consider
the cases:
Case A. Let w ∈ (; ). Then wm =  – [ – (w)]/m– < wn =  – [ – (w)]/n– for n >
m. Using (.), we then have p(wm,wn) = [–(w)](/(m–))(–/n–m) and p(wn,wm) =






























and limm→∞ supn>m p(wn,wm) = , respectively.
Next, observe that
{} ⊂ LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) and (; )∪ (; )⊂ LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N);
thus, LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	=∅ and LIM
R–P{};{}








Moreover, by (.), ∀w∈(;)∪(;){limm→∞ p(wm,w) = }.
Case B. Let w ∈ (; ]. Then wm =  – ( –w)/m < wn =  – [ –w]/n for n >m, and
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Thus, {} ⊂ LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	=∅ and (; )∪ (; )⊂ LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N) 	=∅.
()We show that (X,T) is left P{};{}-closed on X =WL–P{};{} . Indeed, by Deﬁnition .,
if w ∈ X is arbitrary and ﬁxed and if (wm = T [m](w) : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is a left P{};{}-
converging sequence in X having subsequences (vm :m ∈ N) and (um :m ∈ N) satisfying
∀m∈N{vm = T(um)}, then by (.) (.), and (.) we have that  ∈ LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) and
 = T(). Therefore, U =WL–P{};{} = X. Clearly, V =∅.
() P{};{} = {p} is separating on X. Indeed, for each x, y ∈ X such that x 	= y, we have
p(x, y) >  or p(y,x) > . Thus, (.) holds.
Claim It follows from ()-() that, for (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, (X,T), and J{};{} =P{};{}
deﬁned by (.) and (.) and for q = , statements (A), (B), and (C) of Theorem . in the
left case hold: (a) We have Fix(T) = {}. (b) Conclusions (B) and (C) hold since by (.)
we have p(,T()) = p(T(), ) = p(, ) = . (c) For each w ∈ X =WL–P{};{} , the sequence
(wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left P{};{}-convergent to .
Example . Let X = (; ], and let p : X → [;∞) be of the form
p(u, v) =
{
 if u≥ v,
(v – u) if u < v,
u, v ∈ X. (.)





( + x)/ if x ∈ (; ],
( + x)/ if x ∈ (; ],
( + x)/ if x ∈ (; ].
(.)
() Observe that (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, is a separable quasi-triangular space.
() When J{};{} = P{};{}, we will show that: (a) Fix(T) = {, , }, (b) for each w ∈ X,
there exists w ∈ Fix(T) such that the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left P{};{}-
convergent to w, and (c) ∀w∈Fix(T){p(w,w) = }.





T [m] (x) =  – ( – x)/m if x ∈ X = (; ],
T [m] (x) =  – ( – x)/m if x ∈ X = (; ],
T [m] (x) =  – ( – x)/m if x ∈ X = (; ],
m ∈N. (.)
This means that, for each k = {, , }, Tk : Xk → Xk where Xk = (k – ;k], and (Xk ,P{};{})
is a separable quasi-triangular space.
It is not hard to show that, for each k = {, , }, we have: (a) (Xk ,Tk) is a P{};{}-
contraction on Xk . (b) (Xk ,Tk) is left and right P{};{}-admissible on Xk = WL–P{};{} =
WR–P{};{} ; if w ∈ Xk is arbitrary and ﬁxed, then the sequence (wm = T [m]k (w) : m ∈
{} ∪ N) satisﬁes k ∈ LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) and (k – ;k) ⊂ LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N). (c) (Xk ,Tk) is left
P{};{}-closed on Xk = WL–P{};{} ; indeed, if w ∈ Xk is arbitrary and ﬁxed and if (wm =
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T [m]k (w) :m ∈ {}∪N) is a leftP{};{}-converging sequence in X and having subsequences
(vm :m ∈ N) and (um :m ∈ N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = Tk(um)}, then by (.)-(.) we have
that k ∈ LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) and k = Tk(k).
Claim For each k = {, , }, all assumptions of Theorem . in the left case hold, and we
see that: (a) Fix(Tk) = {k}. (b) For each w ∈ Xk , the sequence (wm = T [m]k (w) :m ∈ {} ∪N)
is left P{};{}-convergent to k. (c) p(k,k) = .
Example . Let X = (; )∪ (; ). For γ >  and A = {/, /}, set
p(u, v) =
{
 if A∩ {u, v} = {u, v},
γ if A∩ {u, v} 	= {u, v}, u, v ∈ X. (.)
Deﬁne T : X → X by
T(x) =
{
 + x if x ∈ (; ),
 – x if x ∈ (; ). (.)
() Observe that (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, is a triangular space.













< ε + η
⇒ p(T [s+r](w),T [l+r](w)) < ε}. (.)
In fact, by (.) we calculate that, for eachm ∈ {} ∪N,
T [m+](x) =
{
 + x if x ∈ (; ),
 – x if x ∈ (; ), (.)
T [m+](x) =
{
 – x if x ∈ (; ),
 – x if x ∈ (; ), (.)
T [m+](x) =
{
 – x if x ∈ (; ),
x –  if x ∈ (; ), (.)
T [m+](x) =
{
x if x ∈ (; ),
x if x ∈ (; ). (.)














= {/, /}, Fix(T [m+]) = X, T [m+] = IX . (.)






) ∈ A}. (.)
Hence, ∀w∈A∀s,l∈N{p(T [s](w),T [l](w)) = }. Consequently, (.) holds.
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() (X,T) is left and right P{};{}-admissible in each point w ∈ A; thus, WL–P{};{} =
WR–P{};{} = A. To verify this, we take any w ∈ A and deﬁne (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {}∪N).














A = LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) =
{










A = LIMR–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) =
{










()We show that (X,T []) is left and rightP{};{}-closed onA =WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} . In-
deed, ifw ∈ A, then by (.) and (.) the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {}∪N) is con-
tained in A, is left and right P{};{}-convergent in X to each point of A, has subsequences
(vm : m ∈ N) and (um : m ∈ N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T [](um)}, and LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) =
LIMR–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) = A = Fix(T []) holds.
()We show that the single-valued dynamic system (X,T []) is also left and right P{};{}-
closed on WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} = A. Indeed, if w ∈ A is arbitrary and ﬁxed and if (wm =
T [m](w) : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is a left or right P{};{}-converging sequence in X having subse-
quences (vm :m ∈N) and (um :m ∈N) satisfying ∀m∈N{vm = T [](um)}, then by (.), (.),
(.), and (.) we have thatA = LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) = LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N) andA⊂ X = Fix(T []).
Hence, by virtue of Deﬁnition ., U = V =WL–P{};{} =WR–P{};{} = A.
Claim I By ()-() it follows that we may use Theorem . in the left and right cases (when
J{};{} = P{};{}), and we see that statements (A) and (B) of this theorem hold. We have:
(a) For each w ∈ A and for each w ∈ A, the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left
and right P{};{}-convergent to w, and thus statement (A) holds. (b) Fix(T []) = {/, /} 	=
∅; thus, conclusion (B) holds. (c) For each w ∈ A, the sequence (wm = T [m](w) : m ∈
{} ∪ N) is left and right P{};{}-convergent to each point w ∈ Fix(T []), and thus conclu-
sion (B) holds. (d) ∀w∈Fix(T []){p(w,T(w)) = p(T(w),w) = }, and thus conclusion (B)
holds. (e) (X,P{};{}) is not separable, Fix(T) =∅, and statement (C) does not hold.
Claim II It follows from ()-() and () that, for (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, (X,T) and
J{};{} = P{};{} deﬁned by (.) and (.) and for q = , statements (A) and (B) of The-
orem . hold: (a) Statement (A) holds since, for each w ∈ X, the sequence (wm =
T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) is left and right P{};{}-convergent to each point w ∈ A;WL–P{};{} =
WR–P{};{} = A by Theorem .. (b)We have that Fix(T []) = X; thus, conclusion (B) holds.
(c) Conclusion (B) follows from statement (A) and conclusion (B) since A ⊂ Fix(T []).
(d)Conclusion (B) holds; by (.)we have ∀w∈A⊂Fix(T []){p(w,T(w)) = p(T(w),w) = }.
(e) (X,P{};{}) is not separable, Fix(T) =∅, and statement (C) does not hold.
Example . Let X = (; ), p : X → [;∞) be of the form
p(u, v) =
{
 if u≥ v,
(v – u) if u < v,
u, v ∈ X, (.)
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and J{};{} = {J}, J : X → [;∞), be given by the formula
J(u, v) =
{
p(u, v) if {u, v} ∩ E = {u, v},
μ if {u, v} ∩ E 	= {u, v}, u, v ∈ X, (.)
where μ = / and
E =
{
em =  – (/)m– :m ∈N
} ∪ {e∞ = }. (.)





f(x) if x ∈ (; /),
f(x) if x = /,
f(x) if x ∈ (/; ],
f(x) if x ∈ (; ],
f(x) if x ∈ (; ),
(.)
where
f(x) = / –
[
/ – x
]/, f : (; /)→ (; /), (.)
f(x) = , f : /→ , (.)
f(x) =  – x, f : (/; ]→ [; ), (.)
f(x) = (/)x –  = (/)(x – ) + , f : (; ]→ (/; ], (.)
f(x) =
[
 – ( – x)
]/ + , f : (; )→ (; ). (.)
() (X,P{};{}), P{};{} = {p}, is a separable quasi-triangular space. See [], Exam-
ple , p.; p vanishes on the diagonal, is asymmetric, and is quasi-triangular since
∀u,v,w∈X{p(u,w)≤ [p(u, v) + p(v,w)]}.
() J{};{} is the left and right family generated by P{};{} = {p}, and J{};{} is separating
on X (see Theorems . and .).













< ε + η
⇒  · J(T [s+r](w),T [l+r](w)) < ε}. (.)
More precisely, we show that (.) holds for each w ∈ E.
The proof proceeds in four steps.
Step .We construct T [m] in (; ]∪ (; ),m ∈N. Using (.)-(.), form ∈N, we have:
Case A. If x ∈ (; /), then T [m] = f [m] : (; /)→ (; /).
Case B. If x = /, then T [m](/) = (f [m–] ◦ f)(/) = f [m–] () = .
Case C. If x ∈ (/; ), then T [m] = f [m–] ◦ f : (/; )→ (; ).
Case D. If x = e = , then T [m]() = (f [m–] ◦ f)() = f [m–] () = .
Case E. If x ∈ (; ), then T [m] = f [m] : (; )→ (; ).
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Step . We construct T [m] in (; ], m ∈ N. Using (.), we compute that if m ∈ N, then
f [m] (x) = (/)m(x–)+, f
[m]
 :R→R, f [m] (em) = /, f [m–] (em) = , em = –(/)m–, and
f [m] (e∞ = ) = . Using (.)-(.), we therefore have:
Case A. Let m = . Since f(x) = (/)x –  = (/)(x – ) + , we see that f : R→R,
f : (; ]→ (/; ], f(e) = /, e = , and f(e∞ = ) = . Consequently,
T |(;] = f|(;] : (e; ]→ (/; ], f(e = ) = /, f(e∞ = ) = .
Case B. Let m = . Then f [] (x) = (/)(x – ) + , f
[]
 : R→R, f [] (e) = /, e =  –
(/) = /, f(e) = , f(e = ) = /, f [] (e∞ = ) = , and in view of (.), this implies
T []|(e;e] = f ◦ f : (e; e]→ f
(
(/; ]
) ⊂ [; ), f() = ,
T []|(e;] = f [] : (e; ]→ (/; ].
Case C. Let m = . We see that f [] (x) = (/)(x – ) + , f
[]
 : R→R, f [] (e) = /,
e =  – (/) = /, f [] (e) = , f
[]
 (e) = /, and f
[]
 (e∞ = ) = . Now (.) implies
that








) ⊂ [; ),
T []|(e;e] = f ◦ f [] : (e; e]→ f
(
(/; ]
) ⊂ [; ),
T []|(e;] = f [] : (e; ]→ (/; ].
Case D. Let m > . Since f [m] (x) = (/)m(x – ) + , f
[m]
 : R→R, f [m] (em) = /, em =
 – (/)m–, f [m–] (em) = , f
[m–]
 (em–) = /, and f
[m]
 (e∞ = ) = . Hence,









) ⊂ [; ),









) ⊂ [; ),









) ⊂ [; ), k = , , . . . ,m,
T [m]|(em ;] = f [m] : (em; ]→ (/; ].
Step . We describe the sequence (wm = T [m](w) : m ∈ {} ∪ N), w ∈ E. Let w ∈ E be
arbitrary and ﬁxed. We consider the following cases:










This is a consequence of Case B of Step .
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In fact, by Case D of Step  we have
∀m∈N
{
















= T [m]() = 
}
.
Case C. If w = e∞ =  and m ∈N, then
wm = . (.)
Indeed, by Case D of Step  we obtain ∀m∈N{wm = T [m]() = f [m] () = }.
Step . We will show that (.) holds on E. Let w ∈ E be arbitrary and ﬁxed. Using























= p(, ) = 
}
.
In view of this, we conclude that (.) holds.
() (X,T) is left and right J{};{}-admissible on
WL–J{};{} =WR–J{};{} = E.
Indeed, by Step  it is clear that, for arbitrary and ﬁxed w = ek ∈ E, k ∈ N∪ {∞}, the
sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) satisﬁes
∃m=k+∀m>m
{
wm =  ∈ E}. (.)

























































LIML–J{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) = {} and LIM
R–J{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N) = E.
Therefore, (.)-(.) of Deﬁnition . hold.
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()We show that the single-valued dynamic system (X,T) is left and right P{};{}-closed
on U = V = WL–J{};{} = WR–J{};{} = E. Indeed, if w ∈ E then, by Step  and (.) we
conclude that the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :m ∈ {} ∪N) satisﬁes
[; ) = LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) and (; ] = LIM
R–P{};{}
(wm :m∈{}∪N).
Clearly, the subsequences (vm = wm+ :m ∈ N) and (um = wm :m ∈ N) of (wm = T [m](w) :
m ∈ {} ∪N) satisfy ∀m∈N{vm = T(um)}. We have  ∈ Fix(T).
Claim By ()-() it follows that, for each w ∈ E,wemay use Theorem . in the cases of left
and right (when J{};{} 	= P{};{}), and we see that statements (A)-(C) of this theorem hold.
We have: (a) (X,P{};{}) is separable. (b) For each w ∈ E, the sequence (wm = T [m](w) :
m ∈ {} ∪N) is left and right P{};{}-convergent to w =  ∈ Fix(T) = {}. (c) For w = w = ,
we have J(w,w) = .
Example . Let X, p, E, T , and P{};{} be such as in Example ..













< ε + η
⇒  · p(T [s+r](w),T [l+r](w)) < ε}, (.)
that is, (X,T) is a weak P{};{}-contraction on X.













 if T [s](w)≥ T [l](w),
[T [l](w) – T [s](w)] if T [s](w) < T [l](w).
















which means that (.) holds.













= p(, ) = 
}
,
and therefore (.) also holds.
() We may not use Theorems . and . for J{};{} = P{};{} in the left and right cases
since condition (A) of Deﬁnition . in these cases does not hold. Indeed, we consider two
cases:






) ∈ (; )}
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that is, property (.) holds, whereas LIML–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) =∅. In fact, since
∀w∈(;)∃m∈N∀m≥m
{















) = ( –w) 	= 
}
,
that is, property (.) does not hold.






) ∈ (; /)}



























that is, property (.) holds. Note, however, that LIMR–P{};{}(wm :m∈{}∪N) = ∅. In fact, since












) = (w – ) 	= 
}
,
that is, property (.) does not hold.
Remark . We make the following remarks about Examples . and .: (a) By Exam-
ple . we observe that, for (X,T), we may apply Theorem . in (X,PC;A) with the left
and right family JC;A generated by PC;A where JC;A 	=PC;A; (b) By Example . we note,
however, that, for (X,T) in the left and right cases, we do not apply Theorems . and . in
(X,PC;A) when JC;A =PC;A; (c) From (a) and (b) it follows that, in Theorems . and .,
the existence of the family JC;A generated by PC;A and such that JC;A 	=PC;A is essential.
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